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CONTROL ROD REACTIVITY WORTHS

X* Introduction

The reactivlty difference associated with a reactor chance can be simply 
related to the coincident chances in the neutron lose and generation rates1. 
Unfortunately, In away instances these rates are difficult to measure 
directly during high-level operation; thus reactivity values are normally 
found by other methods such as buckling calculations or low-level rising 
period measurements. However, with certain applicable control rod systems, 
It m y  be feasible to use heat generation rate In the rode as a measure of 
theit reactivity-compensation effect.

The neutron absorption rate in the Hanford reactor control rods can be de
termined under equilibrium conditions (and without disturbing these condi
tions,’ from the heat transfer rate to the control rod coolant. This 
information, when combined with a measurement of the change in reactor 
leakage caused by rod insertion, allows the calculation of control rod 
strength.

II* Derivation of Reactivity Valuta From Heutron Production and Los* Rates

The multiplication factor of a reactor having two multiplying regions A and 
B may be expressed as

♦

fFraction of neutron generation "N"l
[in*] a l that is absorbed in A ___ J ,

rFraction of neutron generation Wr!tw'| 
l that is produced in A i

For a thermal reactor a more appropriate form is

Fraction of neutron generation H 
A * IncfLlthat is absorbed thermally in Awsm[Fraction of neutron generation ”i»

L that is produced in A

[ncf}A [1 - Ff - SA - Ft - rf - rr - rt - aB ]g, 
..... ....  "" (I-egii

wheres

ncf * neutrons produced per thermal absorption 
F - fractional neutron leakage from reactor 
S ■ fractional resonance absorption 
r ■ fractional absorption in control rods 
a • total fractional absorption in region 

eg » fractional neutron production in region B, 
f, r and t denote fast, resonsnct and thermal neutron energies.

T5ait7 P.
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A change In reactivity is defined at
*

Ap » *2 * hi (3)
* 1*2

If k? * k and k { * k* * 1, then frcx* (2)

AP - 1 - hcf)A[l - T't - 3; > F; - > r; - r; > â ] (l— B)g (*)
ln«fJA[l - Ff - 8a - f% - rf - rr - rt - Ojljj U-*gT“ *

The neutron generation subscripts hare been emitted in the formulation 
of k* since k' * 1.
Usually it can be aasuaed that [ nef ]A does not change if region A is not 
physically changed; therefore,

»  ’ 1 • 13,.: rL- 5k - rLr ri - r* r  :i, - ■ (5)
(1 - Ff - SA - rt - rf - rr - rt - «,], (i-^>

Equation (5) has been used to calculate the reactivity effects of single 
tube loading changes at the Hanford reactors. In such instances (1.e.t 
Region A >> Region l) the changes in the leakage rate and resonance absorp
tion rate in Region A are snail and nay be Ignored; also, the neutron 
generation notation nay be dropped vith snail error. 71m fractional neutron 
absorption ag and nay then be related to observed equilibriums fractional 
neutron generations (equal to the fractional power generation when all reactor 
fuel is uranium) ej and e£. These relationships are ag - and
ai -  eB/ k i B-

For purposes of calculating the reactivity change on rod withdrawal, aquation 
(5) nay be written as

Ap - 1 - [1 - F|, - 8* - F4 - rf - rT - rtJ (6)
[1 - Ff - S - Ft]

where region "A* includes the entire reactor exclusive of the rods.

This equation can then be expressed in terms of non-loss probabilities.
Ff, S and Ft can be related tc p, Pf and P^ *• defined by the equation 
k * ncfpPfPt. These relationships sre;

rf - x - pf
s - pf(i - p) (7)
Ft - pPf(l - Pt )

Similar non-loss probabilities can be defined when the rods aim Inserted.

i
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- 1 - n
1 - f} - rf - §T - rr

Substitution of squations (7) and (8) into (6) giv«i

^  * 1 [pPtPf ♦ rt ♦ P|rr ♦ p’Plrf - p*P£Pf] (9)
pPtPf

III* Application of Method to Hanford Control Rods

Whan inserted in the reactor, the Hanford reactor control rods lie in horizontal 
channel* penetrating the graphite moderator stack (see figure 1). Under normal 
equilibrium conditions the control rod coolant absorbs heat that comes from four 
sources: (l) the higher temperature graphite surrounding the rod, (2) absorp
tion of reactor gammas ir the rod, (3) thermal!satIon of fast neutrons in the 
rod coolant, and (H) neutron absorption in the rod. In order to determine the 
neutron absorption rate in the rod {k) end thus the fraction of all neutrons 
generated that are absorbed in the rods (F * r#> ♦ rr ♦ r*), it is necessary to 
establish the magnitude of contributions (l), (2) and (3;.

a

The control rod heating by the graphite stack was derived from data tvken during 
a shutdown from equilibrium as summarised in Figure (2). The shutdown rate was 
rapid in cosqparlson to the cooling tine of the graphite stack. This made it pos
sible to observe the decay of the graphite heating effect (residual games heating 
constituted a small correction' and to bacft-extrapolate these data to find the 
equilibrium effect. Heating by the graphite was found to contribute about 25 per 
cent of the total rod heat during steady-state high-level operation,

The equilibrium gasssa heating effect, quantity (2), and the neutron thermalisa- 
tion effect, quantity (3), were estimated from theoretical values of the reactor 
gasssa field and fast neutron flux, respectively. Combined, quantities (2) and 
(3) constituted about tsven per cent of the total rod heating.

B, the fraction of all neutrons generated that were absorbed in the rods was then 
calculated from

II {rf+rr+T%)
[Heutrona/fission]
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The specific energy release per control rod i.eutron absorption « u  found fron 
information on the relative absorption rate in each rod material and the de
gree of attenuation by the rod for the attendant g w n  generated. The first 
was found fron a neutron transport calculationi the second vas estimated fron 
a gapma attenuation experiment outside the reactor, la this experiment t sir* 
C o ™  source was Inserted in a sample rod section! an effective thickness, T, 
vas then found from the measured attenuation, e-»*T#

Per the Hanford reactors and other large, veil-moderated reactors, tvo simpli
fications can be made In equation (9)* First, rf sad rr are small in ccss*
pari son vith rt, and Ff * Pf * lj thus the quantity (p*P{rf ♦ P{rr ♦ rt) vary nearly 
equals the total neutron abeorptlon fraction la the rods, It. Secondly, p* % p.
The repreeeatatios of the product Pf Pi as the product CfC% than reduces 
equation (9) to Pf

^rods - 1 ♦ - * - CfCt. (11)pjft
for the Hanford reactor calculation, Ct vas neasured from thermal flux traverses. 
Cf vas theoretically related to Ct through neutron diffusion calculations of the 
fast and the* mal neutron flux distributions in the rods-ln and rods-out statas.

Hanford reactor control system strength calculations by the above method shoved 
close agreement vith calibrations made by the "rising period" technique. Based 
on these comparisons, it is felt that control rod worths can be calctJated by 
the discussed method to *10 per cent accuracy under conditions in vhich the rod 
coolant temperature rise Is at least 20®C.

Conclusions

Control rod system reactivity vorths can be determined vith reasonable accuracy 
from estimates of the neutron absorption rule in the rods and evaluation* of 
the change in reactor leakage rate on rod vithdraval. In the Hanford reactors 
these values may be found from measured control rod heat generation and reactor 
flux distribution data.

This calibration technique can also be applied to reactors without separate 
rod-cooling systems. "Hie neutron absorption rate in the rods could be obtained 
from rod surface foil activation or activation of the rods themselves. The 
change in reactor leakage upon rod Insertion could be found with theoretical 
determinations of the unperturbed flux distribution and the flux distribution 
after insertion of sa equivalent control region.
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